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(a) Social engagement (b) Accepting ‘cheers’ interaction (c) Drinking moderation

Fig. 1. Three main interactions with the companion robot. (a) Social engagement: The robot suggests clinking
to make it more enjoyable, (b) Accepting ‘cheers’ interaction: When the user offers a toast, the robot accepts
it and the user can clink the glass with the robot, (c) Drinking moderation: The robot also regulates drinking
when the user drinks too fast by talking and shaking its body.

Socially assistive robots can support people in making behavior changes by socially engaging in or moderating
certain behaviors, such as physical exercise and snacking. However, there has not been much work on
designing social robots that aim to support both social engagement and behavior moderation, i.e., offering
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social interactions for engaging in behaviors without over-engagement. This work explores how social robots
can moderate alcohol consumption while socially engaging them in a solitary drinking context. As alcohol
consumption can have benefits when done in moderation, this companion robot aims to guide the user
toward moderate drinking by using social engagement (i.e., creating an enjoyable atmosphere) and drinking
moderation (i.e., regulating the drinking pace). Our preliminary user study (n=20) reveals that the robot is
perceived as a friendly companion, and its human-likeness is partly attributed to the robot’s intervention. Most
participants followed the robot’s guidance and perceived it as an intelligent friend due to its social interactions
and behavior tracking features. We discuss the benefit of physical interactions for social engagement, utilizing
interaction rituals for enjoyable but moderate commensality, and ethical considerations in solitary drinking
contexts.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing→ Interaction paradigms; Interaction design.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: social companion robot, social engagement design, behavior moderation,
solitary drinking
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1 INTRODUCTION
Research has been actively conducted in the fields of human-computer interaction (HCI) and
computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) on how humans interact with social robots as
partners in our daily lives [48]. Social robots are designed to provide companionship and social
support to mitigate loneliness with a physical presence [12]. Furthermore, various design goals
also consider facilitating behavioral changes, such as promoting physical exercise for older people
[16] or recommending healthy foods to children [76].
Depending on their design goals, social robots may take different approaches, from socially

engaging users to push them to do something desirable or moderating users to help them avoid
doing something undesirable. For instance, social robots with a physical presence can help users
socially engage in healthy habits such as exercising more [16, 61] or consuming nutritious food
and drink [75, 81]. Such robots speak and act in a human-like manner and socially engage users by
establishing a social rapport. Social companion robots may also be designed to help users regulate
unhealthy habits, such as bad snacking [76] by warning users if they do not adhere to expectations.

However, the design of a social companion that both promotes and moderates certain behaviors
has not been well explored. One unexplored area of social robots providing only social engagement
is that it needs to carefully consider the potential negative consequences when the user is over-
engaged in the target behavior. For example, a jogging companion can engage users in enjoyable
physical activities, but if a user exercises excessively following the companion’s advice (e.g., “Run
more!”) or has an excessive desire to exercise, they can suffer from fatigue or injury. Moreover, a
dining companion can share meals with users and socially engage them in eating (e.g., “Try this
food.”), but if they overly follow the robot, this can lead to overeating or binging on food. Likewise,
if social robots simply offer social engagement and take users to enjoyable activities, users can
become over-engaged in target behavior [10]. In everyday social contexts, these unregulated or
excessive behaviors can be urged to maintain their behaviors at appropriate levels via nudging
from family members or friends. Similar to human companions, a social companion robot can
also be designed to provide balanced social support through behavioral moderation, not to be
over-engaged.
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This work explores social robot design in the context of solitary drinking, which requires
both social engagement and behavior moderation. Our work belongs to existing HCI scholarship
that aims to design technologies for supporting [34, 42] or augmenting [57] eating and drinking
experiences; this area is known as computational or digital commensality [64, 82]. In particular,
assistive technologies such as socially assistive robots offer social support for dining [42, 55] or
guide healthy dietary choices [74, 75]. Similarly, social robots can assist people in solitary drinking
contexts, those who drink alone at home and consume alcohol based on their preferences (e.g.,
choice of liquor, the drinking pace) [78]. For instance, social robots can help mitigate loneliness by
offering an enjoyable atmosphere, such as clinking glasses and chit-chatting. However, an enjoyable
atmosphere derived from a robotic companion can lead to overly fast or heavy drinking. Even
if not because of the robot, they can meet negative consequences if they lack decision-making
competence or have alcohol-abuse experiences. In solitary drinking contexts, we should be aware of
the harmful health consequences, and thus, it is important for the robot as an ethical machine [88]
that can provide balanced social engagement and behavior moderation.
In this work, we consider a social robot that offers and tracks ‘cheers’ interactions, a physical-

social interaction occurring in social drinking. Drinking is typical of commensality: people usually
drink and eat with others to feel a sense of belonging and build social bonds [23, 47, 68]. In particular,
the ‘cheers’ interaction (i.e., clinking glasses) is important in social drinking because it builds a
sense of togetherness. In celebrations or consolations, people often toast by clinking their glasses and
saying “Cheers!” Particularly in Asian countries, which often value collectivism, these interactions
are considered a social norm representing togetherness. In South Korea, ‘cheers’ interactions
frequently occur during social drinking, and almost every drinking occasion involves clinking
glasses. Using the social interaction that is already familiar to people, we expect to create solitary
drinking in which people can be guided to drink moderately while mitigating their loneliness.
Thus, we designed a robotic companion to mimic a human friend who engages in physical

interactions (such as clinking glasses), using verbal and non-verbal cues to implement persuasive
interactions by the robot. In particular, we chose the form of a physical robot rather than a virtual
avatar to perform actual physical interactions similar to those of social drinking contexts. However,
designing a drinking companion requires careful ethical considerations because creating a joyful
drinking environment may lead to binge drinking. Therefore, the companion was designed to
refuse to continue drinking when the user’s drinking pace exceeded a certain threshold and thus
guided the user to moderate drinking.

We conducted a preliminary user study with 20 participants with the robot companion. This user
study explored (1) perception toward drinking companion and (2) user experiences of adhering
to companion’s interventions, both in social engagement and behavior moderation. Especially
in the latter case, we investigated how well the users accepted the two kinds of intervention
and how these interventions affected their drinking behavior. Participants perceived the robot as
various social beings due to its physical and verbal interactions. Participants tended to follow the
robot’s recommendations when both engagement and moderation interventions were provided.
Furthermore, providing both interventions helped users perceive the robot as human-like, and
consider the robot a smart friend capable of behavior tracking and moderation. Our findings
highlight the benefits of physical interactions for facilitating social engagement in solitary drinking
and suggest design implications for enjoyable but moderate commensality by utilizing socially-
appropriate engagement and moderation interventions.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• We designed a social robot supporting social engagement and drinking moderation in solitary
drinking contexts.
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• We shared our empirical findings from a preliminary user study (N=20) on user perception
and experiences interacting with the robot through qualitative analysis.

• We presented design implications on how designers can leverage social robots to support
enjoyable but moderate behavior: (1) adopting socio-physical interactions to build social
rapport with users, (2) using interaction rituals of social engagement and behavioral mod-
eration by tracking and learning users’ behaviors in computational commensality, and (3)
considering ethical issues in solitary drinking contexts.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Social Robots and CSCW Research
Social robots have been spotlighted as ‘close companions’ in everyday life. As the term ‘social
robot’ implies, these robots help with diverse tasks and utilize social communications to support
people [17]. In particular, because how they act ‘socially’ may affect user responses and interactions
between robots and users, researchers tried to classify the robots based on several properties (e.g.,
form, modality, social norms, autonomy, and interactivity) [6] and suggest design guidelines to
help users build long-lasting relationships with the robots [19, 51].
The CSCW community has shown a steady interest in socially assistive robots [24] because

these robots will play increasingly crucial roles in assisting people with diverse everyday tasks
as collaborative social companions (e.g., in elderly care scenarios) [12]. Social robots can provide
education/information to complete certain tasks and offer socio-emotional support via compan-
ionship and behavioral reinforcement in various contexts, e.g., promoting physical exercise [16],
serving as receptionists [50] or outdoor guides [22], engaging in creative tasks [2, 40], assisting
in medication intake [60], and coaching presentations [84]. PARO [86] and AIBO [5] help users
reduce loneliness and sometimes entertain users with movements and their pet-like appearances.
Also, social robots can assist people in diverse contexts, e.g., serving as co-players at children’s
playgrounds [90], or helping with transport in semi-public hospitals, supporting collaborative staff
activities [52]. These works suggest that, beyond chore services, social robots, via their ability
to offer enjoyment, sociability, and companionship, have the potential as more than “tools” and
can act as “helpful companions” in people’s daily lives [18]. This social phenomenon could also
be viewed using CASA (Computers Are Social Actors) framework [62] in that users give more
meaning to the system similar to a living being rather than regard it as a machine.
Social robots can leverage their unique properties (e.g., physical embodiment and presence) to

provide users with an enjoyable and engaging experience, which may be challenging for other
virtual agents (e.g., avatars or voice-only systems). For instance, users perceived that an agent was
more engaging, credible, and enjoyable to interact with, and they were more motivated to sustain
behavior change efforts when interactions were provided via a physically embodied robot rather
than a virtual agent [43, 44]. In addition, physically embodied agents are perceived as more socially
attractive and yield higher social presence than virtually embodied agents [39].

In this study, we leveraged the properties and advantages of a physical robot. Here, we consider
the robot’s physical movement to deliver the ‘cheers’ interaction (i.e., clinking glasses) and mimic
the feelings of drinking with friends. There are course alternatives, such as on-screen avatars or
voice-only agents (e.g., smart speakers): such social agents could offer a ‘safe and anonymous
space’ for social interaction [4]. However, virtual social agents are not suitable for mimicking
the physical interactions we observe in typical drinking contexts. Also, we could connect users
online for enjoyable drinking (e.g., video chat), but this would eliminate one of the key reasons
for drinking alone: having a full rest without being conscious of others [8]. Accordingly, a robot
companion could leverage its advantages in interacting with the user, being an entertaining friend
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and behavioral coach through multiple types of interaction, including physical interaction, thereby
securing the user’s time alone and facilitating responsible drinking.

2.2 Monitoring Systems for Responsible Drinking
Many people drink alcoholic beverages at social events, but the popularity of solitary drinking
is increasing. According to a study conducted in 2016, 15% of young Canadian adults engaged in
solitary drinking [41]. Another survey in Korea (2018) showed solitary drinking peaked for those
who were in their 30s (18.5%), whereas social drinking peaked for those in their 50s (68.1%). We
posited that the global COVID-19 pandemic had further aggravated the situation because the ratio
of people spending time alone at home has increased from 22.4% to 81.9% [59]. These surveys
suggest that solitary drinking appears to be a popular trend. Prior studies have warned, however,
that when people are alone and without social support, they are more likely to suffer loneliness
and depression than engaging in social drinking [31]. Heavy solitary drinkers are exposed to the
risk of over-drinking [41] and thus suffer from alcohol-related problems. Therefore, it is important
to understand these solitary drinkers and design tools to help them maintain responsible drinking
behaviors.

Researchers have actively explored the design of new technologies to track drinking behaviors
and promote responsible drinking. Definitions of ‘responsible drinking’ may vary, but the term
generally refers to adhering to safe drinking limits and avoiding harmful consequences [33]. Recent
advances in mobile andwearable technologies have brought new opportunities for tracking drinking
episodes.Wang et al. [87] designed a Bluetooth-enabled breathalyzer for alcohol-dependent patients;
a device greatly lowers the burden of self-tracking. Smartphone sensor data can be leveraged to
build a machine learning model that can classify heavy drinking episodes of young adults [3, 69],
contexts of alcohol consumption [56, 70]. Similar to food intake detection [83], smartwatches [25]
or optical sensors [54] can be used to detect drinking activities.
These studies have laid a foundation for detecting hazardous drinking events via behavioral

sensing. However, there is a lack of intervention systems to guide users toward responsible drinking
through proper context-aware interventions. Since solitary drinkers are challenged to control
their drinking behavior, providing appropriate interventions for behavioral moderation would be
beneficial. Thus, our work on social robots builds on existing studies in that we not only track
users’ drinking behaviors by detecting ‘cheers’ interactions but also provide nudging interventions
to help users drink moderately.

2.3 Intervention Design for Social Engagement and Behavior Moderation
Behavior change interventions are ‘coordinated sets of activities to change specified behavior
patterns’ [58]. They support changing users’ behaviors that are considered difficult for users to
change by themselves. In fact, providing intervention to change behaviors can be complicated
because diverse contexts and components are involved [15].

Depending on the types of behavior intervention, research has been conducted in either engaging
in desirable behaviors ormoderating over-engagement that can lead to negative consequences. First,
by providing social companionship, the robot interventions can encourage desirable behaviors, such
as physical activities [16, 27, 32] that are difficult for users to continue with only self-motivation.
Also, some studies have utilized interventions to moderate behaviors so that people are not over-
engaged in target behaviors such as excessive smartphone usage [45], binge drinking [28], and bad
snacking [76].

Interestingly, behavioral interventions that consider both engagement and moderation have yet
to be well explored in prior HCI studies. Existing interventions for behavior engagement have
mostly considered less engaging target behaviors, such as those related to health and education.
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Formative Study

System Design

User Study

• Online survey (N=38) for understanding the solitary drinking experiences

• Focus group interview (N=4) for exploring contextual details of the 

solitary drinking

• Two sessions of iterative design process

• A pilot test on the initial prototype (N=5) for improvement

• Preliminary user study (N=20) to understand the users’ perceptions of the 

robot and their experiences while interacting with it

• Semi-structured interview after experiencing the robot

Fig. 2. Overall study procedure. Our study consists of a formative study, a system design, and a preliminary
user study

Using techniques such as goal setting and gamification (e.g., badges, points, and financial rewards),
agents play the role of content recommenders and behavior reinforcers. However, there is a class
of behavior intervention that requires both engagement and moderation. When a social agent
is used for behavioral interventions, its engaging features (e.g., gamification and incentives) or
target behaviors (e.g., drinking, gaming, and media) may induce and reinforce features that lead
to excessive or addictive behaviors (e.g., binge drinking or binge watching) [35, 49]. Intelligent
social agents such as drinking buddies use social interactions for behavior engagement; however,
in real-world contexts, ethical design should guide users to self-regulate their behavior through
appropriate moderation mechanisms. As a case where engaging features and ethical design can be
applied, we chose solitary drinking contexts and designed a social robot.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
Figure 2 illustrates the overall procedures of our study. It consists of (1) a formative study including
an online survey and focus group interview, (2) a system design process consisting of iterative
design sessions with a pilot test, and (3) a preliminary user study to understand user perception
and experiences of interacting with the social robot.

We began with a formative study to understand the context of solitary drinking and determine
the system requirements. First, at a large university in South Korea, we conducted an online survey
of 38 students (17 women, 21 men; age: 𝑀 = 26.2, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.7) who had experienced solitary and
social drinking activities. As shown in Table 1, the survey asked: (1) Why do you drink alone? (2)
What are the disadvantages of drinking alone? and (3) What are the advantages of drinking alone?
The first had four options, and the second and third were open-ended questions. The responses to
the open-ended questions were categorized using affinity diagramming. The results showed that
47% of participants voluntarily chose to drink alone because they wanted to enjoy their time alone;
this was the main reason for solitary drinking. In contrast, for some participants, drinking alone
was not a choice. For 26% of the participants, mingling and drinking with others became difficult
due to their busy schedules. Among the participants, 42% reported feeling lonely while drinking
alone, which was the main disadvantage. On the other hand, 49% of participants reported they
could drink anytime without scheduling with others, which was the main advantage of solitary
drinking.

We then conducted a focus group interviewwith four participants (2 women, 2 men age:𝑀 = 25.8,
𝑆𝐷 = 2.99) to understand contextual details. We asked (1) in what context they drink alone, (2) what
the differences were between solitary drinking and social drinking, and (3) what they expected
from a social companion in a solitary drinking context. We recorded all interview sessions after
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Questions Options / Responses

Why do you drink alone? To enjoy my time alone (47%)
(Predefined options) It is difficult to meet others due to the busy schedule (26%)

It is reluctant to drink outside because of COVID-19 (19%)
Others (8%)

What are the disadvantages of drink- I feel lonely while drinking alone (42%)
ing alone? (Open-ended question) I do not have any friends to interact with (26%)

It is difficult to control my drinking pace (19%)
No response (13%)

What are the advantages of drinking I can drink anytime without scheduling with others (49%)
alone? (Open-ended question) I can hoose drink and food without caring about others (38%)

No response (13%)

Table 1. Questions, options, and responses of the online survey

obtaining consent from participants, and the transcribed sentences were grouped using affinity
diagramming.
There were various reasons and situations for solitary drinking. They usually drank beer to

“spend time alone at home” (P01, P02, P03) and “do leisure activities such as watching video content”
(P02). Also, solitary drinking could “refresh their mood after a stressful day” (P02, P04). One of the
reasons they started drinking alone was COVID-19. P01 mentioned, “I enjoyed drinking with my
friends, but after COVID-19, I drank alone at home.” They thought solitary drinking differed from
social drinking in that there were no social interactions such as conversation or clinking glasses.
P02 felt lonely while drinking alone due to the absence of such social interactions, saying: “If I drink
alone on a stressful day, I feel more lonely because I do not have anyone to talk with.” P01 thought
that the absence of interactions made it difficult to control drinking: “When I drink with my friends,
I can have conversations and perform ‘cheers’ interactions. However, solitary drinking makes me keep
drinking without any interaction, so I cannot easily control my drinking.”
Our participants expected solitary drinking companions to have social interactions similar to

those of their friends. For instance, P01 mentioned, “I wish the robot could clink glasses with me and
say ‘cheers!’ Then I may feel as if I were drinking with friends, which will create a social bond.” P04
was concerned about situations in which she would drink too much with the companion, so she
expected that “the companion would moderate me, pushing me not to drink too much,” just as her
friends did. However, they did not want these companions to be too intrusive. P02 said, “It would be
good if the companion talked to me or clinked glasses, but I would prefer just a simple interaction.” As
for the robot’s appearance, they expected a small companion so as not to be disturbed even when
drinking at a table.

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
We conducted two iterative design sessions based on our formative study result to design our social
companion robot. To design the initial prototype, we set up the following design rationale.

4.1 Design Rationale
First, the robot can create enjoyable social interactions while moderating the user’s drinking
pace. As the formative study results suggested, solitary drinking can induce feelings of loneliness,
exacerbated by the absence of social interaction. However, if the robot only focuses on creating
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Fig. 3. Hardware setup of the robot; (a) Appearance and (b) Components that make up the system

an enjoyable atmosphere to lessen the user’s loneliness, the user may overly engage with robot
interaction, leading to over-drinking. Second, the robot can deliver a speech similar to social settings.
Participants in the formative study expected the robot to engage in dialogue, just as their friend did.
To persuade users toward enjoyable but moderate drinking, we referred to persuasive system

design principles [66], which consists of primary task support, dialogue support, system credibility
support, and social support. Primary task support involves helping users perform primary tasks, e.g.,
guiding users through a process to persuade them along the way. Second, dialogue support, using
reminders or suggestions, help users move toward the target behaviors. Third, system credibility
helps to build credible systems, such as showing truthful information. Finally, social support
motivates users using social influences, such as social comparison.

Among the above, our social robot focuses on (1) primary task support and (2) dialogue support.
The primary task our robot pursues is enjoying the moderate pace of drinking. Our robot guides
users with a process of ‘cheers’ interactions and drinking moderation (e.g., it refuses ‘cheers’
interaction or says ‘drink slowly!’). The robot provides proper support dialogue so that users move
toward enjoyable but moderate drinking. We investigated what people do in social drinking settings
to design the initial dialogue andmake the robot a realistic drinking buddy. Our interviews identified
several social behaviors: suggesting “Cheers!” and clinking glasses, and sometimes reminding “Slow
down!” when their friends drink too quickly. We implemented these conversations and behaviors
in the prototype.
After the initial prototype design, we performed a pilot test with five students (2 women, 3

men; age:𝑀 = 29.2, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.7) with solitary drinking experiences and determined how to improve
our initial design. Participants spent 30 minutes interacting with the robot and provided feedback
on its appearance and interactions; feedback was eventually applied to our final prototype. In
the following, we describe the final prototype’s hardware setup and social interaction design and
review the major changes that occurred in iterative prototyping.

4.2 Hardware Setup
4.2.1 Appearance. The robot was designed as a character resembling a small pet to give a friendly
impression of drinking together at the table, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The robot frame was created
using a 3D printer with polylactic acid; its dimensions were 19.3 cm × 14.5 cm × 9.2 cm. This
design reflected the opinions of pilot test participants. The initial version was shaped like a simple
white box holding a glass. However, participants indicated that, the robot should have a friendly
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appearance to act as a drinking companion. We redesigned the appearance to include eyes and a
mouth to deliver a friendly character.

4.2.2 Robot platform. The body inside the frame was based on JetBot [65], an open-source robot
using NVIDIA Jetson Nano (Figure 3 (b)). All interactions with the robot were programmed inside
JetBot. We aimed to mimic the gestures of (1) someone reaching out their hand holding a glass for
clinking (‘cheers’ interaction) and bringing their hands back afterward and (2) someone shaking
their head to say ‘no.’ We made the robot move forwards or side by side using its two wheels to
implement this.

4.2.3 A Glass and Coaster. On its front side, our robot has a coaster for glass so that it can perform
the ‘cheers’ interaction with the user using real glass, allowing for realistic interaction. Using the
MPU9250 motion processing module attached beneath the glass, the robot can detect whether the
user made a ‘cheers’ interaction (Figure 3 (b)). When the user’s glass collides with that of the robot
and the x, y, and z values of the accelerometer sensor exceed a pre-set threshold, that event is
detected as a ‘cheers’ action by the program in JetBot.

4.2.4 Speaker. A speaker (Jabra Speak 510) connected to JetBot enables simple dialogue between
the user and the robot. Using a microphone, it transmits the user’s speech to JetBot and enables
the robot to recognize simple sentences. When the user calls the robot (e.g., “Shall we cheers?”),
resulting data is transferred to Picovoice [71] speech-to-intent engine saved in JetBot. The engine
infers the spoken words and conveys the detected results to a program running in JetBot, which
initiates the ‘cheers’ interaction. The speaker also delivers the robot’s response in verbal form.
We used TypeCast [63], a commercial speech-to-text service, to convert the robot’s predefined
responses (in text) to speech. This service provided various types of voices; we chose one that was
friendly (a male character named Changu).

4.3 Social Interaction Design
Based on the hardware setup, we designed interactions to help users experience an enjoyable
drinking atmosphere (i.e., social engagement) while drinking at a proper pace (i.e., behavior
moderation). Our system provides three main interactions people usually engage in the social
drinking context: (1) ‘cheers’ interaction, the clinking of glasses between user and robot, (2) robot
gestures of shaking its body for drinking moderation or moving back and forth to suggest ‘cheers’
interaction, and (3) robot’s voice feedback. These three interactions were used to guide users
to maintain a moderate drinking pace. In particular, when designing the robot’s responses, we
considered the time interval of any two consecutive ‘cheers’ interactions. Each ‘cheers’ interaction
was used as a point at which the user tried to drink, and the robot accepted or refused to clink based
on the determined time interval. From our pilot test results, we set 2.5 minutes as the minimum
interval the robot would allow a user to drink; thus, it functions as a criterion for ‘moderate
drinking.’ If we assume a user takes a normal sip of a can of beer and that it takes approximately
ten sips to finish that can, then it takes at least 25 minutes per can, which would be considered an
acceptable pace that is not too fast. In addition, if the user does not do anything for 5 minutes after
the last ‘cheers’ interaction, the robot comes to the user and suggests a ‘cheers’ interaction. This is
based on our pilot test result that the robot should not only wait for the user’s suggestion but also
initiate interactions.
Figure 4 shows the interaction flow with the robot, and Table 2 shows sets of corresponding

voice feedback. In each situation, one of three types of voice feedback is delivered randomly to user.
As described in Figure 4 and Table 2, we have three cases (i.e., situation (a), (b), and (c)) depending
on when user attempts a ‘cheers’ interaction with robot and a reaction (i.e., situation (d)) after user
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START ENDUser initiate

“Hey! 

Shall we cheers?”

Time taken 

from last ‘cheers’

(a) 

Moderate

drinking

(b) 

Accept 

‘cheers’

(c) 

Social 

engagement

Cheers 

interaction

(d) Reaction 

after ‘cheers’
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Fig. 4. Interaction diagram of the robot

Situation Description Voice feedback

(a) Moderate drinking If the user tries ‘cheers’ within 2.5 mins from the last interaction;
the robot says ‘no’ by shaking its body

“Drink slowly!”
“It is too fast. Please wait.”
“Aren’t you drinking too fast?”

(b) Accept ‘cheers’ If the user tries ‘cheers’ between 2.5 to 5 mins from the last interaction;
the robot says ‘yes’ with moving toward the user

“Sure. Cheers!”
“Okay. Come on.”
“Great. Cheers with me!”

(c) Social engagement If the user does not do ‘cheers’ more than 5 mins from the last interaction;
the robot initiates ‘cheers’ interaction and moves toward the user

“Shall we cheers?”
“Please have cheers with me.”
“I’m bored. Cheers with me!”

(d) Reaction after ‘cheers’ After the ‘cheers’ interaction, the robot goes back
to where it was while showing a simple reaction

“Cheers!”
“Wow, good.”
“So cool!”

Table 2. Sets of voice feedback of the robot

and robot clink their glasses. The robot can moderate interaction with a warning message and a
short body shake as a gesture (like people shaking heads to say ‘no’) if a user tries again within 2.5
minutes of the last interaction (a). If the user suggests clinking glasses between 2.5 and 5 minutes
(b), the robot will accept, provide a gesture of moving toward the user, and perform ‘cheers’ with a
simple reaction (d). If the robot waits more than 5 minutes from the last ‘cheers’ (c) since the user
does not attempt any interaction, the robot initiates ‘cheers’ and shows the reaction described in
(d).

In our initial design, we focused on regulating the amount of drinking, assuming that user is
drinking too much if the number of ’cheers’ interaction exceeds a pre-set threshold. However, all
participants in the pilot study mentioned that focusing on the drinking pace would be better. Based
on their solitary drinking experiences, they first decided how much they wanted to drink (e.g.,
two cans or bottles of beer) and took that quantity from the refrigerator. They could easily check
how much they had drunk by looking at the amount of beer left in the cans or bottles. On the
other hand, they wanted to check their drinking pace through our robot companion because they
sometimes got drunk without knowing how fast they were drinking. Thus, our robot’s final design
guides user based on drinking pace.
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5 PRELIMINARY USER STUDY
We conducted a preliminary user study to understand (1) users’ perceptions of robot and (2) user
experiences of engaging and moderating interventions. In the following, we introduce our user
study procedure.

5.1 Method
5.1.1 Participants. We recruited 20 participants (7 women, 13 men; age: 𝑀 = 23.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.3)
through an online campus community. We targeted participants who had previously engaged in
solitary drinking; they reported they drank alone 2.7 times per month on average. We administered
the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) [67] questionnaire to screen out those who
might have risky alcohol consumption behaviors. According to the WHO guideline [67], only
participants with low-risk consumption (test scores of 7 or lower) were recruited (score:𝑀 = 3.45,
𝑆𝐷 = 2.16). We checked the amount of alcohol they usually drank and ensured there was no
problem with drinking a can of beer.

5.1.2 Study Setup. We provided participants with brief introductions to the robot and what they
should do during the experiment. We introduced our robot as a drinking companion that could
create an enjoyable atmosphere via ‘cheers’ interaction while moderating overly-fast drinking.
Subsequently, as shown in Figure 5, we conducted a user study at a place that represents where
they regularly engage in solitary drinking (i.e., at home). The participants drank a can of beer (5%
alcohol, 500mL) and were given a glass to perform the ‘cheers’ interaction. They were asked to say
“Shall we cheers?” whenever they wanted to drink. We asked them to drink only after engaging in
a ‘cheers’ interaction with the robot. To make the environment natural, we placed a tablet on the
desk where they could watch a video (Netflix: Our Planet) while drinking. The user study lasted 40
minutes.

5.1.3 Data Collection and Analysis. During the user study, the interactions were recorded after
obtaining consent from the participants. After this drinking session, we conducted a 30-minute-long
semi-structured interview to understand users’ experiences with the robot. All interview sessions
were recorded and transcribed. We performed thematic analysis [9] to analyze the transcribed
interview data. Each interview sentence was given a code representing its meaning, and codes with
similar meanings were clustered into themes. To analyze the results, we prioritized the themes
mentioned by their frequency, and two researchers performed all review and revision processes.

5.1.4 Compensation and Safety Rules. The participants were paid 89 USD as compensation for
their participation. We chose to offer a high compensation owing to the difficulties in recruiting
participants to attend offline user studies (because of the COVID-19 situation) and the risk of drink-
ing alcohol during the user study. Following Institutional Review Board (IRB) recommendations, we
informed them in advance that they were allowed to quit the study at any time if they felt unwell.
We minimized the risk of drinking alcohol by letting participants go home only after verifying
their blood alcohol concentration (BAC) was < 0.03%. We checked the BAC using a breathalyzer
(Sentech AL8000), and it took a few hours for participants to be able to leave the lab.

5.2 Result
5.2.1 Impact of physical and social interactivity on perceived companionship. To determine what
robot companionmeant to users when they drank with it, we first analyzed participants’ perceptions
of robot. Owing to the main functions of the robot, (1) participating in a ‘cheers’ interaction and
(2) providing verbal responses, eleven participants responded they felt as if they were drinking
with their “friends”. The participants reported they frequently performed the ‘cheers’ interaction
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Fig. 5. Preliminary user study setup

when drinking with friends in social settings, such as “at the very beginning of drinking” (P03),
“to suggest a drink together in the middle of the party” (P15), and “to lighten up the mood” (P07).
Eight participants regarded physically clinking glasses with the robot as ‘cheers’ interactions with
their friends, which made them recall their prior experiences of social activities. P02 mentioned,
“This ‘cheers’ interaction created a mood similar to a party’s.” As a result, the participants performed
‘cheers’ with the robot “to accelerate an exciting atmosphere like that when they drink with friends.”
(P16) Among the eight participants, three mentioned that the physical collision of glasses seemed
to be important in creating a feeling similar to that of the social drinking context; P11 mentioned,
“The cheerful sound of clinking glasses was so good to me; it was just like having a drink with my
friends.” Sometimes, the participants favored the physical interaction itself, as P02 stated, “I enjoyed
a pleasant feeling when I clinked glasses with the robot.”
Additionally, six participants said the robot’s verbal responses made them feel as if there were

with friends. P06 talked about the robot’s response after the cheers interaction, saying “After
clinking glasses, the robot said something like ‘Cheers!’, which reminded me of when I was drinking
with my friends.” Four participants were impressed with the robot-initiated interaction, which they
said resembled their friends’ responses. “When I was doing nothing for a while, the robot asked me
to drink together. It was just like my friends who wanted to drink with me.” (P14) They found these
robot-initiated interactions created a more enjoyable atmosphere because “it was interesting to
guess what the robot would say next time.” (P10) From these results, we found that the physical
interactions and verbal responses helped the participants enjoy the time even when alone.
Five participants described the robot as someone other than a friend because of its unique

appearance and behavior. P11 recalled his pet and stated, “It was like a pet coming up and tapping
me as if it wanted my attention.” Similarly, P03 said, “I thought the robot being nearby was quite
similar to how my pet would be next to me.” Alternatively, P20 described the robot’s behavior as like
that of “a bartender who only listens to me while staying quiet.” As such, the participants regarded
the robot as various companions. This kind of anthropomorphism or zoomorphism [21] regarding
the robot partly made the participants emotionally attached when interacting with it. P09 said, “I
bet I will get more attached to it if I use it in my everyday life.” P14 also acknowledged she would
become attached to the robot, saying “I think I felt affection in that we did something together, right
next to each other.”
Furthermore, when they regarded the robot as a drinking buddy, they began expecting more

functions such as diverse conversations (seven participants), physical interactions (four partici-
pants), and gestures (six participants) that resembled the context of drinking with real friends. For
instance, they wanted more sophisticated conversations so as “to build a bond of sympathy through
conversations” (P12) and “to be comforted by the emotional state” (P07), that may be commonly
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found in interactions among humans. However, two participants sometimes preferred the robot’s
simple and limited set of conversations, as P01 said: “I often get tired of having a conversation when
I drink with friends. In that sense, it made me relaxed not to have to talk much with the robot.” They
were impressed with the physical interactions and gestures of the robot, but their expectations got
higher, seeking more realistic interactions, like those possible with human counterparts (e.g., “more
cheerful or stronger clinking of glasses” (P03, P15) or “stretching its arm toward the user to perform a
‘cheers’ interaction”(P13)).

In summary, the participants perceived the robot as a friendly social companion because of its
physical, auditory, and gesture interactions. They had higher expectations of the robot, believing
certain tweaks could create more engaging experiences like those possible when drinking with
friends.

5.2.2 Interactions for social engagement and drinking moderation.

Compliance Rates and Number of Interactions for Social Engagement and Drinking Moderation
Interventions. Based on video recorded (except for one participantwithmissing recording) during the
user study, we examined how many times participants complied with the robot’s social engagement
and drinking moderation. Generally, there were 207 interaction events with robot, and 125 of them
were cases in which the robot accepted the ‘cheers’ when the user suggested it first. The remaining
82 events were composed of cases in which the robot (1) socially engaged in drinking (i.e., when
the robot initiated interaction by saying “Shall we cheers?”) and (2) moderated drinking (i.e., when
the user initiated a ‘cheers’ interaction but the robot refused it); these occurred 43 and 39 times,
respectively. As described in Table 3, the participants followed the robot’s interventions in most
cases: 39 out of 43 events for engagement (90.7%) and 29 out of 39 events for moderation (74.3%).
This shows that participants were more likely to follow robot intervention when it was engaging
than when it was moderating.
When participants interacted with the robot, there were cases in which the robot did not

recognize users’ words (speech-to-intent engine detection error) or the interaction of clinking
glasses (accelerometer sensor detection error). In our study, the error rate of the speech-to-intent
engine was 7.64%, and that of the accelerometer sensor was 5.56%. To cope with errors, participants
kept calling the robot (P01, P04, P16, P17, P18, P20) or attempted to ‘cheers’ several times (P01, P04,
P07, P13, P14, P16, P17, P19). However, three participants (P06, P09, P19) gave up calling the robot
and drank beer alone.
Figure 6 describes interactions that occurred for each user; it shows the different interactions

experienced by users and how they responded to them. They either experienced a few monotonous
interactions, such as those of P06 or P10 (i.e., one intervention type with the following only),
or numerous diverse ones, such as those of P04 and P19 (i.e., two intervention types with both
following and not). It should be noted that, in the figure, the darker green/red ratio for each user is
greater than that of lighter ones, indicating that in most cases, participants responded well to the
robot’s engaging and moderating interventions.

Reasons for Complying with Each Intervention. We analyzed the interview results to understand
what made participants follow the robot’s recommendations. They reported how they came to
follow the interventions for each behavior engagement and moderation. When the robot engaged
the participants, 90.7% of participants accepted the suggestion. As stated earlier, they perceived
these robot-initiated interactions as analogous to their friends’ behavior and reacted naturally (i.e.,
clinking glasses and drinking) as they would when they were with their friends. P14 explained,
“Although it was not human, I felt like I was interacting with someone else. I always take a sip after a
‘cheers’ interaction with other people, and I did the same naturally when I drank with the robot since it
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User,
Follow intervention

User,
Not follow intervention Total

Robot,
Socially engaging

39
(case (b))

4
(case (c)) 43

Robot,
Moderate drinking

29
(case (d))

10
(case (e)) 39

Total 68 14 82
Table 3. Distributions of robot-initiated engaging/moderation interactions. There were 207 interactions in
total, and 125 cases omitted in this table were user-initiated and robot-accepted cases (i.e., the user first
suggested drinking together, and the robot took it)
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Fig. 6. The number of interactions with the robot for each situation; (a) users suggested ‘cheers’ interaction
and the robot accepted it (b) the robot proactively engaged users in ‘cheers’ and users followed it (c) the robot
proactively engage users in ‘cheers,’ but users did not follow it (d) users suggested ‘cheers’ interaction and
the robot moderated, and users followed it (e) users suggested ‘cheers’ interaction and the robot moderated,
but users did not follow it.

acted like a human being.” From the recorded video, we also observed participants’ responses to
the engagement intervention; they became amused and laughed or talked with robot. For instance,
participants laughed out loud (P15, P17) or smiled (P01, P03, P06, P08, P17, and P19) while looking at
the robot. In addition, they responded to the robot’s suggestion, saying, “Come on, let us clink glasses
right away!” (P15) or “Okay, cheers!” (P01, P20). These results indicate that the robot’s socially
engaging intervention helped make participants’ solitary drinking enjoyable by using interactions
that were familiar to them.
Conversely, the participants responded that the robot’s behavior-moderating interventions

helped them not to drink too fast, especially from two perspectives: (1) by making them reflect on
their drinking pace and (2) by persuading them as a trustworthy social companion. Six participants
reported they did not care about their drinking pace when they drank alone. P20 commented,
“I usually drink alcoholic beverages as fast as if I were drinking water. I would have drunk more if
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the robot had not rejected my cheers suggestion.” (P12) However, in this study, participants found
themselves drinking quite fast and tried to follow the pace suggested by the robot. “I usually
drink fast; however, when the robot told me not to drink, I slowed, realizing my fast drinking pace.”
(P09) This reflection not only made them aware of their drinking pace but also allowed them to
consider what would happen if they kept drinking too fast. “As I listened to what the robot said,
I thought, ‘Will tomorrow not be a tough day if I drink in this way?’ and complied with the robot’s
message.” (P20) Moreover, five participants regarded the robot as a persuasive social companion
and cared a lot about what it said during their drinking. They trusted and followed the robot’s
interventions because they thought it utilized objective measures. They expected “It would have
criteria for a proper drinking pace which may be beneficial to follow” (P04) and “their pace would
be evaluated objectively, not in an ad-hoc way.” (P20) Further, the robot’s friendly appearance and
reaction affected the user’s decision to follow the intervention, as two participants stated: “I would
be sorry if I ignored the robot’s message,” (P17) and “If I had not followed the robot, I would have felt
I was bothering this cute friend.” (P15) In summary, our robot helped participants moderate their
drinking by nudging them to rethink their drinking behavior and persuading them with data-driven
and reliable messages.

Benefits of Combining Both Interventions. In addition to the benefits from each engaging and mod-
erating intervention, we found certain advantages from providing both together. Nine participants
experienced human-like characteristics from the robot, which made interventions more persuasive.
They found a human-likeness to the robot in that it did not keep repeating the same intervention
but showed different ones according to the situation. “It would have been like a robot if it had simply
said ‘Drink slowly!’, but it felt more like a human being when the robot responded flexibly in different
directions (sometimes allowing my drinking).” (P10) Similarly, P01 stated, “I knew this robot did
not always suggest a ‘cheers’ interaction. This also happens when I drink with other people. Thus, I
felt it was more like a human, making me feel that the robot was psychologically close to me.” This
human-like aspect also helped users reduce their reluctance toward the robot’s interventions. P07
stated: “If it keeps telling me not to drink, I would say, ‘Why don’t you just tell me to quit drinking for
good!’ and abandon using it. However, because the robot intervened in both engaging and moderating
ways, I thought it really cared about me, considering the situation and trying to guide me to moderate
drinking, not simply forcing me to stop drinking.” P17 also mentioned, “People do not always make
the same decision, and I think the robot’s choices resemble human judgment. As a result, I felt less
reluctant to follow the robot’s interventions.”

Six participants even believed the robot was a smart friend who carefully considered the user’s
situation. P07 mentioned, “The method of alternating between engagement and moderation seemed to
maintain the behavior at a certain level, like ‘homeostasis,’ and I thought this robot was intelligently
helping me!” P20 referred to the robot’s advantages over human friends, adding, “If I drink with
friends, we may drink fast unconsciously, owing to the pleasant and buzzy feelings. However, the robot
seems so helpful that it can always suggest the right pattern considering my health or context.”

Moreover, four participants mentioned that they considered the robot’s interventions important
messages that could not be easily ignored. P11 mentioned, “If my friend keeps asking me not to
drink, I will not take it seriously, thinking he will repeat the same thing. However, the robot seemed
to value the importance of both enjoying and drinking in moderation, which was more rational to
me. Therefore, I followed the messages.” Providing both types of intervention aroused participants’
curiosity, helped them to be more concerned about it, and caused them to follow the robot’s advice
as much as possible. P09 compared the intervention to a guessing game about moderate drinking
behavior: “I was curious about how the robot would react because it was like a roulette game. When the
robot accepted my suggestion, I counted it as a success, but it was a failure if it rejected me.” P20 tried
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to find the proper drinking pace to perform the ‘cheers’ interaction with the robot successfully.
“At first, I was rejected because I called the robot too frequently. However, I tried my best to find the
optimal pace so as not to be rejected by the robot.”

Reasons for Ignoring the Robot’s Interventions. In most cases, participants followed the robot’s
interventions; however, the robot was likely to be ignored when users’ preferred drinking pace and
intervention criteria did not match well. Eight participants sometimes did not follow the robot’s
suggestions because either “the pace of the robot’s suggestion was faster than their pace.” (P04)
or “they wanted to drink faster than the robot’s rule.” (P10) The robot’s intervention criteria were
also fixed, indicating it may not consider changing drinking speed over time. “I drank fast at the
beginning and got slower as the trial continued; however, it seemed the robot did not properly keep up
with my pace.” (P01)

Even when users ignored interventions, the robot was still advantageous, keeping up its interven-
tion while not forcing anything. Participants who did not drink when the robot suggested drinking
clinked their glasses only, which may not have been easy if they were drinking with others. “When
I am with others, I am worried they will feel bad if I refuse to drink. However, when I drink with the
robot, I do not need to think about that; thus, it is comfortable.” (P09) Similarly, P17 stated, “I thought
it was not mandatory to follow when the robot prohibited drinking because it was just a guideline, and
choosing to drink or not was entirely up to me.” Consequently, the robot can lessen the burden of
caring about what others feel and provide a mild interaction to guide users by leveraging social
norms.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Physical-Social Interaction Support for Persuasive Engagement Design
In this study, we designed and developed a social companion robot in the context of solitary drinking
and explored users’ perceptions and experiences. Our robot aimed to guide users toward moderate
drinking by providing (1) physical interaction, (2) gestures, and (3) speech. Our results show that
most participants followed the interventions for the following reasons. They perceived the robot
as various social entities owing to its physical-social interactions. In addition, they believed the
guidance provided by the robot was reliable, based on objective measures. Therefore, our findings
show that the robot was perceived as a persuasive companion.

In particular, the major physical interaction (‘cheers’) provided by the robot played an important
role in persuasion by building social rapport with users; they considered the experience similar
to that with human friends in the context of social drinking, even though the “robot” companion
delivered it. Clinking glasses with other people has a special meaning of togetherness, and most
participants were familiar with this social norm. Following this social norm, they regarded the robot
as a familiar friend who could physically clink a glass with them; however, for future work, they
hoped that this interaction would be delivered in a more realistic way, as they would do with their
friends. Similar to research on social robots performing handshaking [73], physical interactions can
play a role in eliciting well-known social norms such as greetings or agreements [72] and building
close relationships with users [85].
Building social rapport with robots has, as a result, made robots more persuasive companions.

These findings are consistent with prior research, which has found that social robots’ behaviors
such as whispering [80] or dialogue [53] can elicit user compliance by building social rapport.
Especially in our context, physical interaction (‘cheers’), as it helps to build social rapport and elicit
normative behaviors, may play an important role in persuading users to moderate their drinking.
Following previous research, our findings show the importance of physical interaction in building
social rapport and further contribute to the field of persuasive social robots.
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6.2 Leveraging Social Engagement and Behavior Moderation for Computational
Commensality

As a technology probe [37] providing social engagement and behavior moderation, our social
robot design can contribute to ongoing social robot studies. Social robots have been designed with
single-phase intervention, such as helping users socially engage in a target behavior [16, 36, 55]. In
contrast, our robot provides multi-phase interventions, balancing social engagement and behavioral
moderation to guide users toward target behavior (e.g., enjoyable but moderate drinking). Thus,
our robot differs from previous studies in that it provides companionship by socially engaging
while moderating the over-engagement together.

In our preliminary study, one of the key findings about a social robot providing multi-phase
interventionswas that the robot was perceived as having human-like features. The two interventions
can be interpreted using the concept of interaction rituals that describe the ceremonial nature of
everyday social interactions [13, 30]. In particular, Goffman’s presentational rituals elaborate
on an action of deference and are concerned with how an entity regards or treats the recipient
to communicate meaning such as care, esteem, or togetherness [26, 29]. Presentational rituals
include social behaviors such as greetings, salutations, or gestures that are expected in specific
social situations. For example, when a serving robot navigating a narrow corridor encounters
a human, it may follow interaction rituals of human-human crossing behaviors by rotating its
body or performing sliding motions [77]. Similar to how people behave during social settings, our
social robot included interaction rituals of engagement and moderation: social engagement like
‘Cheers’ can be a sign of togetherness, and moderation such as ‘Drink slowly’ can be a sign of caring.
Providing such interaction rituals was regarded as how a human coach or a friend suggests healthy
behaviors by considering the negative consequences of over-drinking. This kind of human-likeness
can be explained through the lens of intentional stance [11], which guides people to interpret the
behavior of an entity as a rational agent that makes choices based on its desires with consideration.
Our participants interpreted the robot as having persuasive intent; its healthy choices came from
the desire to help users moderate their drinking. In this process, the ability to think, reason, and
act like a human was projected onto a non-human rational agent [20], which helped to make the
robot more persuasive.

This persuasive human-like aspect (e.g., providing engagement and moderation together) can be
applied to social companions in commensal settings. In computational commensality, there are
two possible scenarios: to enhance (1) human-human interaction and (2) interaction between a
human and an artificial companion [64]. As the artificial companion, our robot was mainly designed
to facilitate the ‘commensal drinking’ of solitary drinkers. In further steps, this can be extended
to other commensal scenarios, and there are diverse design spaces for enabling computational
commensality. Similar to our social robot design, we can use socially-appropriate interaction rituals
for behavior engagement and moderation. Let us assume a dining companion sitting in front of a
solitary diner. For social engagement, a robot can engage in diverse rituals using physical-verbal
behaviors similar to those people usually engage in. It can say ‘Enjoy your meal.’ or suggest ‘Cheers’
before the meal, or mimic the eating gestures and sometimes say ‘Yummy!’ during the meal, as
a sign of togetherness. At the same time, the robot can be used to moderate any negative results
caused by an enjoyable atmosphere or the users’ problematic habits. With signs of caring and
consideration, it can provide rituals in diverse dimensions, like (1) eating pace, (2) kinds of food,
and (3) eating amount. For instance, for a user who enjoys a meal with a robot but eats only pizza,
the robot could say, “I am worried that you are only eating high-calorie food. Why don’t you stop
eating that and try the salad?”
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To moderate users in diverse dimensions, the social robot needs to track and learn their eating
behaviors (e.g., kinds of food, how quickly or how much they eat). Food detection [1, 38] or eating
activity recognition [7] technologies, discussed in the computational commensality field, can be
utilized to detect these behaviors. Additionally, if a robot can calculate users’ recommended daily
energy intake based on weight or sex and learn their health status (e.g., obesity or diabetes), it may
be possible to provide a personalized level of engagement and moderation. As a result, we envision
that social companion robots that provide behavioral moderation based on behavior tracking with
social engagement can create ‘enjoyable but moderate commensality’ in our daily lives.

6.3 Ethical Considerations for Responsible Drinking Companion Design
Excessive alcohol consumption can cause several negative consequences. Thus, we acknowledge
the need for careful ethical considerations when designing a social robot that engages people in
such a context. In the study, our robot was designed to guide users to drink at a moderate level.
However, there still is a possibility that users may misunderstand the system’s intention (i.e., to
drink moderately) and think as if the robot only promotes their drinking. Positive social interactions
or emotional bonding with the robot could also reinforce or encourage some people to consume
more alcohol than usual, resulting in negative health outcomes.

To prevent these undesired consequences, it is critical for the robot to communicate its role and
purpose to users. For example, the robot could start interacting with the user by introducing its
objective clearly, so that the user could perceive this robot as a responsible drinking companion.
As in navigational warning systems, it should notify that its purpose is to build an enjoyable
atmosphere with emotional support (e.g., not feeling lonely) but not to promote risky drinking
behaviors.
In addition, the system could provide educational information regarding possible negative

consequences of alcohol consumption and resources for self-assessment for those needing more
professional help. For example, the robot could raise users’ awareness of their health by providing
warning messages (e.g., “Excessive drinking may harm your health.”), an approach similar to that
used in online video games [89]. The system should monitor user’s drinking behavior and offer
resources based on their risk of an alcohol use disorder, such as a gentle warning message to forcibly
restrict the activity [46] or social support [87]. In our future work, we plan to monitor users via
self-reported assessments (e.g., the AUDIT questionnaire [14]) and behavioral measures (e.g., the
amount of alcohol consumed) to identify potential risks and provide health education and resources.
Exploring responsible companion system design that protects users from potential ethical concerns
while providing a novel user experience will be a future research direction.

6.4 Limitations and Implication for Future Research
In this study, we recruited college students in South Korea to design and evaluate our drinking
companion robot. We acknowledge there was a lack of diversity in the participants. Their similar
background may have resulted in a cultural-specific response, affecting robot design and evalua-
tion. For generalizability, follow-up user studies are required in which participants from diverse
backgrounds are recruited, considering such factors as age, job, and culture.

As a preliminary user study, we explored how users react to a social robot in a solitary drinking
context. The design of controlled experiments will be required to gain a deeper understanding
of the effects of robot companions. For example, we can compare users’ drinking behaviors (1)
when they are with/without the robot or (2) when robots with different intervention styles are used
(e.g., engagement only, moderation only, or combinations of both). Also, the pace of intervention
provided by the robot was constant, without considering individual characteristics (e.g., weight
or sex). To better design interventions, we can use a systematic approach to calculate the proper
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drinking pace; the Widmark formula, which estimates blood alcohol content by considering body
mass index, can be used in one possible approach.
Due to IRB restrictions, we conducted an in-lab user study that simulated a solitary drinking

experience at home. The study may not represent people’s solitary drinking behavior well because it
was conducted in an unfamiliar space, and the participants knew that the researchers were observing
their behaviors. Since this was not a long-term study, the novelty effect of the robot might also
have influenced how users engaged with the robot. Our follow-up study will be conducted in a
real-world setting, deploying this robot in users’ homes. This in-the-wild experiment will require
careful ethical scrutiny because of possible risky drinking behaviors that may harm participants’
health during their engagement with the social robots. In field studies, we should also be cautious
about potential confounders or other variables affecting user interactions with robots. Possible
alternative approaches will be to set up semi-naturalistic environments where users can participate
in field studies at home, but researchers mediate sessions remotely.

In future work, social robots providing engagement and moderation can also be applied to other
scenarios. For example, exercising with a jogging companion robot [32] can encourage users to
keep exercising; however, moderation can also be considered to prevent harmful consequences like
over-exercising (“You look tired. Let’s wrap up today’s exercise.”). Furthermore, a social robot can
play a card game with a child [79] for entertainment, but it can also provide moderation so that the
child does not become addicted to playing enjoyable games with the robot (“You played too many
games with me. Let’s take a break and do it again later!”). As such, we envision that these social
robot designs can help to make enjoyable but moderate behaviors in our daily lives.

7 CONCLUSION
We presented a social robot that offers enjoyable drinking experiences while avoiding over-
engagement by providing both social engagement and behavior moderation in a solitary drinking
context. Our goal was to explore how the users perceive the companion robot and their experiences
when interacting with the robot. Results from our study showed that the robot’s behaviors, such
as clinking glasses, voice feedback, and gestures, reminded the users of the context when they
drank with their friends. They tended to trust the robot or became emotionally attached to it so
that they would eventually follow the interventions for moderate drinking. Moreover, participants
experienced human-like features from the robot because of its physical presence as well as its
intervention style, and they were more persuaded partly due to these features. In this sense, our ap-
proach showed the feasibility of utilizing a social robot combining social engagement and behavior
moderation to guide users’ behavior to be enjoyable but in moderation. However, further studies
are needed to examine its effect on the user’s behavior in a more natural, real-world setting.
Based on the findings, we discussed the benefit of supporting physical-social interactions for

persuasive social companion design and suggested design implications toward enjoyable but
moderate commensality. We expect that our findings can be extended to other domains on health-
related behaviors, and it can be further studied in the HCI and CSCW fields to better guide user
behavior moderately as a “smart and caring companion.”
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